Study of nitrobenzene and 2-nitrophenyloctyl ether saturated with water by molecular dynamics
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In this paper, we present results obtained from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the water-saturated organic liquids nitrobenzene (NB) and 2-nitrophenyloctyl ether (NPOE). Both solvents are extremely important in many areas of chemistry, and they are seen as the most promising successors of n-octanol for ion transfer studies at the liquid-liquid interface. Thermodynamic (mass density, enthalpy of vaporization), structural (radial distribution functions) and dynamic (diffusion coefficients) properties of both liquids have been calculated and compared with those obtained from MD simulations of the corresponding pure (water-free) organic liquids. The relatively polar nature of NB allows for an efficient incorporation of water into the organic liquid, minimising the impact on the solvent structure and dynamics. NPOE exhibits added hydrophobicity due to the presence of a long aliphatic chain, and this has an effect on its water solvation properties. Steric effects caused by these chains, together with the much slower dynamic response of the solvent, substantially hinder the motion of water and prevent interactions with other water molecules. The different behaviour of these solvents towards water provides a good means for studying the properties of these liquids at the interface with water.
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1. Introduction

Currently, there is a dire need for an adequate choice of organic liquid solvent to be employed in processes that take place across the interface separating two immiscible liquids. The nature of the organic solvent seems to govern the processes of solute and charge (ion or electron) transfer across liquid-liquid interfaces [1-4], thus influencing a variety of interfacial phenomena, such as extraction [1], adsorption [1], metal-ion complexation [1, 3, 5], interfacial reactions [1-3, 6], interactions between bio-active ions and phospholipids [4, 7], drug permeation through biomembranes [4] and phase-transfer catalysis [1]. As well as respecting all health, safety and environmental requirements, the organic solvents used in these processes should also possess well-balanced ion solvation properties, fine-tuned to allow for the successful accomplishment of a particular task. Ion solvation properties are usually improved when the solvent molecules include a polar group, which normally translates into a higher dielectric constant of the liquid medium. Perhaps the worthiest of such organic solvents are those that exhibit a degree of amphiphilic behaviour, i.e. organic solvents that promote the coexistence of very different environments, polar and non-polar, in direct proximity [1, 3, 4], the most ubiquitous of which is n-octanol [8]. n-octanol has been used for the determination of partition coefficients of a huge number of neutral organic solutes, and is seen as an ideal proxy for phospholipids (which are the major constituents of biological membranes). [1, 4, 8] However, it is inadequate for ion transfer studies across liquid-liquid interfaces, since its interface with water cannot be polarised by applying a potential difference, as is usually done in classical electrochemical set-ups. [6]

The most promising successors of n-octanol for ion transfer studies at the water-organic interface are nitrobenzene (NB) [1-3, 6] and, since recently, 2-nitrophenyl-n-octyl ether (NPOE) [3, 5, 9-15]. Both solvents have low miscibility with water and high dielectric constants, which make them good media for solvation of ionic species. The greatest advantage of NPOE is that it is not known to show any toxic effects on humans. Due to the importance of these solvents in chemistry, there is no question that computer simulations of these systems will be of great help for a proper understanding of their solvation features. We have recently presented a comprehensive molecular dynamics study of pure NB and NPOE, including the calculation of thermodynamic, structural and dynamic properties of the bulk liquids, as well as the solvation of potassium and chloride ions [16]. However, a crucial aspect that is missing is a detailed study of the interactions of these solvents with water. Although in small amounts, both solvents contain water dissolved in them – in laboratory experiments, they are usually saturated with water. It is worth stressing that the water present in some organic solvents can also play a significant role in the solvation properties of those solvents,
as has been recently proven by studies of n-octanol [3, 9, 10, 17]. In this work, we present results of molecular dynamics simulations of both NB and NPOE organic solvents saturated with water. Emphasis is put on the effect of dissolved water on thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the solvents, as well as on the structure of the water solvation shell. This supplements our previous work [16] in providing a standpoint for comparison with properties of the water-organic interfaces, which are currently being simulated at our laboratory.
2. Simulation methods and potentials

NB and NPOE were simulated using the all-atom OPLS force-field [18] with fixed bond lengths, flexible angles and dihedrals, as well as improper dihedrals to keep the aromatic rings planar. A nitrobenzene potential model developed by Michael and Benjamin (MB) [19] was also tested. Previously, we have compared this model to OPLS and found it to yield slightly worse agreement with experiments for all calculated properties, except for the molecular dipole moment [16]. Since this property may have a strong influence on the interactions between NB and water (a very polar molecule), we have chosen to compare the performance of both models in simulations of the saturated liquid. Figure 1 shows schematic diagrams of the NB and NPOE molecules, giving the labels used for the atoms. Water was represented by the SPC/E model [20], with fixed bond lengths and angle.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the saturated liquids were performed using version 3.3 of the GROMACS software package [21, 22]. The equations of motion were integrated with the Verlet leap-frog algorithm [23]. By constraining all bond lengths using the LINCS algorithm [24], we were able to employ time steps of 2 fs. The simulations were carried out in cubic boxes, with periodic boundary conditions in the three Cartesian directions. Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle-mesh Ewald method [25]. The real-space part of the Ewald sum and the short-range Lennard-Jones (L-J) interactions were calculated up to a cut-off distance of 1.1 nm with the help of a neighbour list, updated every 10 time steps. In addition, L-J interactions between 1.1 and 1.5 nm were calculated every 10 steps and added to the total energy, and a long-range dispersion correction was applied to both energy and pressure. The temperature was held fixed at 298 K using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [26, 27] and the pressure was kept constant at 1 bar by the Parrinello-Rahman coupling scheme [28]. Both schemes employed a coupling constant of 1.0 ps.

Our objective in this paper is to study the saturated organic liquids under conditions at which they are employed experimentally. Therefore, we have opted to reproduce in our simulations the experimental solubility of water in each solvent. It should be noted, however, that this does not necessarily correspond to the solubility of model water in model organic solvent. A precise determination of these solubilities is beyond the scope of this paper. As such, one must calculate the number of water molecules that need to be included in the simulation boxes to match the experimental equilibrium solubility of water in both solvents. The solubility of water in NB at 298 K is 0.2 mol/L [12], which means one water molecule for every 49 nitrobenzene molecules, while the water solubility in NPOE is only 0.046 mol/L [12], yielding 1 H₂O for every 90 NPOE. Taking these numbers, we have prepared three cubic
boxes, one containing 2 water molecules plus 180 NPOE molecules and two containing 5 water molecules plus 245 NB molecules (one for each potential model). The water molecules were inserted randomly in previously equilibrated pure-solvent boxes. The whole systems were re-equilibrated for 500 ps, followed by production runs of 2 ns, which were divided into 200 ps blocks for averaging purposes. The dissolved water diffusion coefficients calculated from the above simulations suffer from large statistical errors. To improve the statistics, we have performed an additional 5 ns run for each model solvent, containing 10 dissolved water molecules. Of course, these runs no longer reflect the experimental water solubility in the organic liquids. The impact of the added water concentration on the results will be analysed below.

The properties of the saturated liquids are best analysed by taking the pure liquids as reference points. For that purpose, we have performed simulations of pure SPC/E water in the NPT ensemble, using the same parameters as above, except for smaller cut-off radii (1.0 nm for the short range and 1.2 nm for the long range). Cubic boxes containing different numbers of water molecules (N = 113, 267, 533, 901 and 1433) were simulated so as to account for the system-size dependence of self-diffusion coefficients [29]. MD simulations of pure NB and NPOE have been performed previously and are presented elsewhere [16].
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Thermodynamics and structure

The calculated values for the density (ρ) and enthalpy of vapourisation (ΔH_vap) of the saturated liquids are compared to the values obtained from simulations of the pure liquids [16] in Table 1. The values of ΔH_vap were calculated following the Jorgensen approach [30], assuming that the sum of the vibrational terms with the kinetic energy is equal in the gas and liquid phases. The densities of the saturated liquids are all lower than the corresponding pure components, but this difference is small for NPOE and almost negligible for NB (in fact, the densities of pure and saturated NB are equal within statistical error). Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the variation in density is largest for NPOE, even though this solvent contains less water than NB. In other words, a smaller amount of water causes more disruption to the structure of NPOE. The reasons for this effect will become apparent below, when we analyse the structure of the water solvation shell. In accordance with the previous observation, the solvent-solvent radial distribution functions (RDF) of saturated NB are indistinguishable from the pure component RDFs, while in the case of NPOE there are small but noticeable differences (results not shown). The enthalpies of vapourisation show also small differences, but there is no clear trend in the variation.

[Insert Table 1 about here]

Before examining the interactions between dissolved water and the organic solvents, we will look at the interactions between water molecules themselves. Starting with nitrobenzene, Figure 2 shows the oxygen-oxygen (O_W-O_W) and oxygen-hydrogen (O_W-H_W) RDFs for water in saturated NB. The O_W-O_W RDFs show a strong peak at approximately the same distance (0.275 nm) as in pure SPC/E water, but the second peak is hardly discernible. Integration of the first peak yields an estimate of the average number of neighbours in the first coordination shell. This number is 0.6 for the OPLS model and 1.05 for the MB model, which are much lower than the coordination number of 4.45 obtained in the pure water simulations. Naturally, the upper limit of the coordination number in NB is 4, since there are only 5 water molecules in the simulation box. The low coordination numbers observed are primarily a consequence of the reduced density of water in the saturated nitrobenzene solutions.

[Insert Figure 2 about here]

The shape of the O_W-H_W RDFs is also qualitatively similar to that of pure SPC/E water (first peak at about 0.175 nm, second peak at about 0.32 nm). However, the second peak in NB is approximately half the height of the first peak, while in pure water these heights are almost identical. This reflects a strong depletion of the second coordination shell of water.
Integration of the first peak of the $O_W-H_W$ RDF yields an average of 0.14 oxygens per hydrogen for the OPLS potential and 0.25 for the MB potential, compared to 0.94 for pure water. Considering that a water hydrogen atom can only form one hydrogen bond, these numbers mean that almost all hydrogens in pure water are hydrogen-bonded to water oxygens (94%), but in NB this percentage drops to between 14 and 25%. Another interesting quantity is the probability that a water molecule in the first coordination shell participates in the solvation as a hydrogen-bond donor. Such probabilities can be obtained from the previous numbers, and are 48% for OPLS, 47% for MB and 42% for pure water. It is also worth noting that the water-water rdfs obtained from the simulations with 10 dissolved water molecules (see Section 2) are qualitatively similar, with a slightly increased coordination number, due to the higher water concentration (results not shown).

The picture emerging from these numbers is that of a robust water structure, bearing a strong resemblance to that of pure water, but incomplete due to the significant reduction in density - the second solvation shell is practically absent while the first shell is restricted to small transient clusters of water molecules formed inside the organic liquid. These observations are consistent with previous work on saturated 2-heptanone [31]. The MB model allows for more interactions between water molecules, most likely due to its lower density and viscosity. As for NPOE, the water RDFs show no significant interactions between water molecules up to very large distances. In fact, visual inspection of simulation snapshots shows that water molecules dissolved in NPOE remain isolated from each other during the length of the run. This is most likely due to the restricted mobility of dissolved water molecules, brought about by the very high viscosity and slow dynamic response of NPOE [9-16]. As we will see below, this will also have a strong effect on the water diffusion coefficient.

Moving on to the water-organic interactions, Figure 3 shows the $O_W-C_N$ RDFs. The $C_N$ atom is a good reference point since it lies very close to the centre of mass of the NB molecule. The RDFs for the three solvents show a single, very broad peak at approximately 0.49 nm. Integration of this peak yields 7.5 OPLS nitrobenzene molecules surrounding each water molecule, 7.3 MB nitrobenzene molecules and only 4.6 NPOE molecules. The latter number is much lower due to steric hindrances caused by the aliphatic chains, which prevent a higher number of nitrobenzene rings (the polar part of the NPOE molecule) from packing around the water molecule.

[Insert Figure 3 about here]

These RDFs give us an idea about the global solvation shell of water molecules in the organic solvents. To have a more precise idea of the local interactions between water and organic molecules, we plot the $H_W-O_N$ RDFs in Figure 4. This RDF shows a strong first peak at 0.195 nm and a secondary peak at about 0.325 nm. The shape is similar to the $O_W-H_W$ RDF (Figure
2b) but slightly shifted to larger distances, and reflects hydrogen bonding between the water hydrogens and the oxygens of the nitro group. These bonds can also be inferred from additional RDFs involving water and the other atoms of the nitro group (data not shown). Integration of the first peak of the RDFs in Figure 4 yields a total of 0.77 Oₙ atoms per water hydrogen for OPLS nitrobenzene, 0.73 for MB nitrobenzene and 0.74 for NPOE.

[Insert Figure 4 about here]

The Oₘ-Hₐ RDFs are plotted in Figure 5, and show a strong peak at approximately 0.28 nm. These interactions are of a similar nature to those known to occur between Oₙ and Hₐ atoms in pure NB and NPOE [16]. Integrating the first peak of the RDFs in Figure 5 gives 7 aromatic hydrogens per water hydrogen in the case of NB and 4 in the case of NPOE. Once more, the smaller number of neighbours in NPOE is caused by steric effects owing to the presence of the aliphatic chains.

[Insert Figure 5 about here]

Taking these results together with those for the water-water interactions (Figure 2), one can get a more complete picture of the solvation shell of water molecules in both organic solvents. When water is dissolved in NB the majority of Hₘ atoms (73 to 77%) are hydrogen-bonded to nitro groups of solvent molecules, a few (between 14 and 25%) are bonded to other water molecules and only a very small fraction (2 to 9%) are not taking part in any hydrogen bond. The latter fraction is comparable to that of pure water (about 6%), which means that water dissolved in NB behaves as a hydrogen donor in much the same way as pure water. On the contrary, it behaves differently as a hydrogen acceptor – even though there are interactions between Oₘ atoms and aromatic hydrogens in the solvent, these are weaker and occur at much larger distances than the hydrogen bonds in pure water. Nevertheless, these interactions are similar to those between the opposite ends of the NB dipole [16], and thus the water molecule can be easily incorporated into the solvent structure without causing much disruption, which explains the almost negligible change in thermodynamic properties when going from pure to saturated NB (Table 1). The water solvation shell in NB is illustrated in Figure 6b, which shows a snapshot obtained during the MD simulation by selecting only the solvent molecules that are within the water solvation shell. Both the Hₘ-Oₙ and the Oₘ-Hₐ interactions can be seen in this figure (e.g., NB molecules on the bottom and on the left, respectively). In this particular case, two water molecules are hydrogen-bonded to each other forming a transient dimer.

[Insert Figure 6 about here]

The structure of NPOE is much more disrupted by the presence of dissolved water than that of NB. Even though there is a similar proportion of Hₘ-Oₙ hydrogen bonds, the remainder (26%) of water hydrogens in saturated NPOE are not participating in any hydrogen bonds.
Similarly, there are less $O_W-H_A$ interactions in NPOE than in NB, and these are again weaker than the $O_W-H_W$ bonds. This disruption is manifested in the larger density decrease of saturated NPOE relative to the pure liquid (Table 1) and is illustrated in Figure 6a. The $H_W-O_N$ and $O_W-H_A$ interactions are once again evident (e.g., NPOE molecules on the left and bottom, respectively), but the aliphatic chains prevent a more efficient packing of the solvent around the water molecule – the packing is much looser than in Figure 6b. The steric hindrances caused by the aliphatic chains are also evident in Figure 7, which shows the RDFs between the water oxygens and the terminal ($C_T$) and ether ($C_E$) carbons of the NPOE chain. Even though the $C_T$ atom is more accessible, water preferentially interacts with the $C_E$ atom, since this is closer to the polar part of the molecule.

[Insert Figure 7 about here]

### 3.2 Diffusion coefficients

The diffusion coefficients of water and organic solvents in the saturated liquids ($D_{\text{Sat}}$) were obtained from 5 ns runs containing 10 water molecules each (see Section 2), by linear fits to the mean square displacement of each component, following the Einstein relation. These are compared to the self-diffusion coefficients of the respective pure liquids ($D_{\text{Pure}}$) in Table 2. We have tested for possible artifacts in the diffusion results arising from the use of a thermostat and barostat, by performing NVT and NVE runs for a few test cases. The results obtained in the three ensembles are statistically indistinguishable, and we can confidently say that the dynamics of our NPT simulations are free from any artifacts. This is to be expected, since pressure and temperature coupling algorithms based on the extended system approach (such as the Nose-Hoover and Parinello-Rahman methods) have been shown to yield a correct representation of the system dynamics [32].

The self-diffusion coefficient of pure water is plotted in Figure 8 as a function of inverse box length. In agreement with previous studies [16, 29], a linear relationship is observed, which can be extrapolated to infinite box size to estimate the macroscopic self-diffusion coefficient.

[Insert Table 2 about here]

[Insert Figure 8 about here]

The diffusion coefficients of the saturated liquids must also be corrected for finite-size effects. Since performing the same type of calculation as for the pure components would be too computationally demanding, we use here a simplified approach: the diffusion coefficient obtained in a finite cubic box is extrapolated to infinite box size by applying the same slope as in the pure solvent. This procedure assumes that the diffusion of all species in a saturated solution is dominated by the dynamics of the solvent. We believe that this is a reasonable...
assumption given that the fraction of water is minute in all cases under study here. All values shown in Table 2 have been corrected for finite-size effects.

Even though $D_{\text{Sat}}$ for the organic solvents is always higher than $D_{\text{pure}}$, the values are within statistical error of each other. This means that the presence of a small amount of water does little to change the solvent dynamics. On the contrary, the diffusion of water in the saturated liquids is reduced relative to that of pure water; this reduction is more pronounced, the higher the viscosity of the solvent. Nitrobenzene is only slightly more viscous than water (between 1.4 and 1.7 times [16]) and thus the water molecules can retain a high diffusion coefficient (albeit lower than in pure water). During a given MD run, the water molecules explore most of the box volume, interacting with NB molecules and/or with other water molecules (see Figure 6b). In NPOE, however, the much higher solvent viscosity (about 17 times that of pure water [16]) causes the motion of water molecules to be strongly coupled to the motion of the organic molecules, and thus the water diffusion coefficient is significantly lower than in pure water. Water molecules migrate very little during an MD run, and are always surrounded by NPOE molecules (see Figure 6a). Comparing the results for the two different nitrobenzene models, we see that they also follow a decreasing trend with solvent viscosity – MB is less viscous than OPLS [16] and thus water shows a higher diffusion coefficient in the first solvent.

Finally, it is worth commenting on the effect of increased concentration of water in the organic liquids. The dissolved water diffusion coefficients calculated from runs at the experimental solubility are $1.261 \pm 0.307$ for OPLS nitrobenzene, $1.601 \pm 0.451$ for MB nitrobenzene and $0.376 \pm 0.088$ for NPOE. The values shown in Table 2 are all slightly lower than these, but the difference is within statistical error. Thus, we are unable at this point to clarify whether this is a meaningful trend or simply a consequence of the poor statistics of the calculations with low water concentration.
4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a detailed study of saturated nitrobenzene and NPOE liquids, which are important solvents in interfacial transfer processes. The presence of dissolved water in the amounts observed experimentally induces only small changes in the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the solvents. These changes are more prominent for NPOE than for NB, due to differences in their water solvation properties. The relatively polar nature of NB provides this solvent with the ability to interact efficiently with water molecules, via hydrogen bonds between water hydrogens and nitro-group oxygens (as well as, less significantly, by weaker interactions between water oxygens and aromatic hydrogens). The $H_W$-$O_N$ bonds account for the majority of interactions involving water molecules, the remainder taking place with other water molecules. These polar interactions allow for water to be easily incorporated into the solvent, minimising the disruption to the liquid structure and properties. NPOE, on the other hand, possesses a polar part identical to NB and a rather large non-polar part. Even though $H_W$-$O_N$ hydrogen bonds are still observed in this liquid, steric effects caused by the aliphatic chains prevent an efficient packing of NPOE molecules in the water solvation shell. The overall effect of this is an increased disruption of the solvent structure and properties, relative to the pure liquid.

As for the water structure, it shows high robustness, retaining many characteristics of bulk water behaviour, but depleted due to the large reduction in density. In NB, water molecules are allowed to move rather freely, and thus their diffusion coefficient in the solvent is not much lower than in bulk. Contrastingly, the high viscosity of NPOE and the hydrophobic nature of the aliphatic chains hinder the motion of water molecules, essentially "trapping" them inside the solvation shell. As a consequence, water motion is significantly coupled to that of the solvent, and thus exhibits much lower diffusion coefficients than in bulk.

The solvents examined here form an interesting pair for studies of liquid-liquid interfaces and ion transfer across these interfaces. We have shown in previous simulation work that NPOE and NB are thermodynamically similar but are quite different from the point of view of dynamic response [16]. In this work, we have shown that the presence of the hydrophobic aliphatic chain in NPOE changes the liquid's behaviour towards water, relative to that of NB. By comparing these two solvents, one might be able to determine the effects of this increased hydrophobicity on the properties of aqueous interfaces and on the ion transfer process. Work towards this end is currently underway in our laboratory.
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Tables

**Table 1.** Thermodynamic properties of pure and saturated NB and NPOE liquids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>$\rho$ (kg.m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta H_{\text{vap}}$ (kJ.mol$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrobenzene (OPLS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>$1174.0 \pm 0.8^a$</td>
<td>$54.25 \pm 0.40^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>$1173.1 \pm 1.2$</td>
<td>$55.30 \pm 0.41$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrobenzene (MB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>$1163.9 \pm 1.3^a$</td>
<td>$48.84 \pm 1.40^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>$1163.6 \pm 1.1$</td>
<td>$46.72 \pm 1.40$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPOE (OPLS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>$1037.2 \pm 0.9^a$</td>
<td>$105.32 \pm 0.85^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>$1034.6 \pm 1.0$</td>
<td>$105.18 \pm 0.65$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Ref. 16.

**Table 2.** Diffusion coefficients of water, NB and NPOE in pure and saturated liquids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>$D_{\text{sat}}$ ($10^{-9}$ m$^2$.s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$D_{\text{pure}}$ ($10^{-9}$ m$^2$.s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrobenzene (OPLS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organic</td>
<td>$0.973 \pm 0.037$</td>
<td>$0.945 \pm 0.045^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>$1.035 \pm 0.127$</td>
<td>$2.785 \pm 0.019$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrobenzene (MB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organic</td>
<td>$1.048 \pm 0.086$</td>
<td>$1.030 \pm 0.087^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>$1.529 \pm 0.213$</td>
<td>$2.785 \pm 0.019$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPOE (OPLS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organic</td>
<td>$0.072 \pm 0.013$</td>
<td>$0.068 \pm 0.020^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>$0.292 \pm 0.068$</td>
<td>$2.785 \pm 0.019$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Ref. 16.
Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the (a) NB and (b) NPOE molecular models, showing the labels used for the atom types.

Figure 2. Ow-Ow (a) and Ow-Hw (b) radial distribution functions for water in NB and NPOE liquids.

Figure 3. Ow-CN radial distribution functions for saturated NB and NPOE liquids.

Figure 4. Hw-On radial distribution functions for saturated NB and NPOE liquids.

Figure 5. Ow-Ha radial distribution functions for saturated NB and NPOE liquids.

Figure 6. Snapshots of the water solvation shell in NPOE (a) and NB (b). The water oxygens are represented by solid red spheres, while the water hydrogens are the transparent red spheres. The remaining spheres are solvent atoms: C – purple; N – green; O – blue; H – white (transparent). Some solvent molecules have been removed for better visualisation.

Figure 7. Radial distribution functions between Ow atoms and carbons on both ends of the NPOE chain.

Figure 8. Self-diffusion coefficient of pure SPC/E water as a function of inverse box length. The line is a linear fit to the data, extrapolated to infinite box size.
**Figure 1.** Schematic diagram of the (a) NB and (b) NPOE molecular models, showing the labels used for the atom types.
**Figure 2.** $O_w-O_w$ (a) and $O_w-H_w$ (b) radial distribution functions for water in NB and NPOE liquids.
Figure 3. $O_w-C_N$ radial distribution functions for saturated NB and NPOE liquids.
Figure 4. $H_w$-$O_N$ radial distribution functions for saturated NB and NPOE liquids.
Figure 5. $O_w$-$H$ radial distribution functions for saturated NB and NPOE liquids.
Figure 6. Snapshots of the water solvation shell in NPOE (a) and NB (b). The water oxygens are represented by solid red spheres, while the water hydrogens are the transparent red spheres. The remaining spheres are solvent atoms: C – purple; N – green; O – blue; H – white (transparent). Some solvent molecules have been removed for better visualisation.
Figure 7. Radial distribution functions between O\textsubscript{w} atoms and carbons on both ends of the NPOE chain.
Figure 8. Self-diffusion coefficient of pure SPC/E water as a function of inverse box length. The line is a linear fit to the data, extrapolated to infinite box size.